
Mary DuPrie Studios

Actors - Social Media - Personal 
Headshots

Coming from a set stylist/artist background my studio is 
like no other in Metro Detroit.    The studio is bright New 
York Loft Style with 100 ft. of fabulous North East window 
light. The variety and large size of the studio truly gives you 
a custom look for your new industry head shots.   

As an early adaptor of digital workflow it allows us to get a 
high percentage of keepers and time for you to warm up.  
Connected to a screen while shooting in the studio allows 
the two of us to scrutinize what we like and what we need 
to work on.
  
A great deal of time is spent finessing the image that best 
represents you to the industry.  The retouching and en-
hancing is done to make you look crisp and sparkly versus 
overly or “underly” retouched.   

I have shot many images of actors just starting out and 
also revitalized many seasoned actors careers with fabu-
lous new head shots.  If yours is black and white you need 
a new one!  The competition is fierce but with great new  
head shots you’ll be able to stand out from the crowd.

Make sure your head shot stands out and represents that 
you are already a“part” of the industry.



The following items are included

 Retouching of One Image
Portfolio quality retouching, high res, 

300 dpi
Delivered via email

 Web File
Optimized/sized web file of re-

touched master for 
posting to social media and sending 

into agencies

 Web Gallery Proofs
Web gallery with private password 

for 90 days

 Printing Release
Allows for unlimited printing

within the scope of the shoot

200 Images taken approximately
20 non printable proofs  

Actors Headshots

$325



Add ons

Additional looks/setup/location ect
Additonal looks are changing clothes, setups, back-

ground, essence, character ect.

Additional Looks
 Includes a cropped/retouched master and web file

$150 each

Additional retouched master images emailed
$50 each

Layout design, name and border
$25

Combination Proof/Final CD
$25

Printing is avaialable on #100 Silk Stock 
(thickest card stock in the industry)
Price depends on quantity ordered



We will be shooting smiling images as well as serious 
images to submit for different roles. 

If your’re already signed to an agency  they might want 
to pick out your final image.   The booker only wants to 
view the keepers.  I spend time editing, renumbering, 
sorting and placing my favorite’s at the beginning.
  

Email the file number of your choice.  The re-
touched high res file will be emailed and or mailed 
on a CD, depending on the package chosen.

File Details

Videos & Agency List

You will have access to my extensive video series after you book 
your session.  The series is in-depth for models,  you will want to 
watch the video on “Hey Smiles”.
  
www.photographingmodels.com/modelinghowtovideos/model-
inghowtovideo/

Knowing how to (the right way) smile is critical in the Detroit market.

The list of agencies for Detroit will be mailed after your shoot.



Web Gallery Proofs

Proofs are for viewing only.  
You  cannot download, screen grab or use in any way.  

My information is written across them.

*Retouched masters will be the only files released for 
printing or use.

Images from the shoot are for non commercial use.  They 
are speciically for actors or for personal use 

   
*Client is responsible for any and all printing.

Shoots must be paid in full at time of booking.  
Your charge card will be processed.  

I accept Visa and Mastercard

Please call 248 338 8703 to process

Payment


